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2Electrons, photons, and hadrons produce clusters in the electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic (HAD) calorime-
ters. Here, one cluster is made from one particle, and energies and positions of clusters are smeared. To consider
the detector granularity and cluster width, which is typically a few units of Moliere radius, we merge the clusters




is a size of the detector granularity.




=2 m and 
z
=6 m [7].
We use GISMO [8] for the full simulation. The full simulation outputs simulation data in binary format using
SIO [9]. LCDROOT reads the SIO binary format for event reconstruction. Using the digitized outputs from
the full simulation, we reconstruct charged tracks and clusters. In the reconstruction of the full simulated data,
we postpone the track reconstruction. Instead, we make charged tracks by smearing, using exactly the same
procedure as in the fast simulation, but we also apply a minimum tracker-hit cut. Calorimeter clusters are made
by gathering the hits which are from the same particle. Energy and position of the cluster is obtained from the
energy sum, and the energy-weighted average of associated Calorimeter hits, respectively.
Comparing the full and fast simulations, the most signicant dierence is in the Calorimetry. It is important
to improve the parameterization of the fast simulator Calorimetry to have a more realistic detector response,
which we hope to implement in the near future.
IV. EVENT ANALYSIS TOOLS
For the physics analysis, there are several useful tools in LCDROOT. We provide Thrust nding and 3 kinds
of Jet nding (based on JADE, JADE-E and DURHAM algorithms) programs. There is also an event display
for LCDROOT.
In the energy ow analysis, neutral clusters are selected by the absence of a track and cluster association.
For this analysis, we provide methods which extrapolate the particles to the cluster cylindrical radius.
For heavy avor tagging, we provide two kinds of topological vertexing algorithms which are described in the
next section.
V. HEAVY FLAVOR TAGGING
Building on the success of the CCD-based vertex detector (VTX) at the SLC/SLD experiment [10, 11],
we strongly believe that a CCD-based VTX will provide the optimal performance in future Linear Collider
experiments. Taking advantage of the precise 3-D spatial points provided by such a detector, powerful topological
vertexing techniques were developed by SLD [12]. The algorithms naturally associates tracks with the vertices
where they originated and can reconstruct a full b/c-meson decay chain, i.e, primary, secondary, and tertiary
vertices. Using the reconstructed secondary/tertiary vertex, the invariant mass of the tracks associated with
a decay is used to identify jet avor (mass tag technique [13]). This combination of the techniques gives the




colliding experiments at present. We have previously ported
the original topological vertexing source code, ZVTOP, written in Prepmort, to C++ to t natively into the
LCDROOT simulation environment. The main feature of ZVTOP3 is the ability to reconstruct one-prong decay
vertices, giving it better reconstruction eÆciency. During Snowmass 2001 we succeeded in implementing this
functionality into LCDROOT. Figs. 1 and 2 show b/c-quark jet tagging eÆciencies and purities comparing the
performance of ZVTOP and ZVTOP3, clearly demonstrating the enhanced capabilities of this algorithm. We
plan to continue our eorts to improve the avor-tagging eÆciency and purity since it is such an essential part
of any Linear Collider physics program.
VI. SUMMARY
In this report, we briey introduce the simulation and analysis tools based on ROOT for the LCD group. The
tools are constantly being improved and can be obtained via the URL, http://www-sldnt.slac.stanford.
edu/nld/New/Docs/LCD_Root/root.htm. Feedback from the users is highly welcomed.
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FIG. 1: Performance of b-jet avor tagging in Z
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FIG. 2: Performance of c-jet avor tagging in Z
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